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Abstract We present examples of cumulative chemical risk 
mapping methods developed within the NoMiracle project. 
The different examples illustrate the application of the 
concentration addition (CA) approach to pesticides at 
different scale, the integration in space of cumulative risks 
to individual organisms under the CA assumption, and two 
techniques to (1) intégrate risks using data-driven, para-
metric statistical methods, and (2) cluster together áreas 
with similar occurrence of different risk factors, respective-
ly The examples are used to discuss some general issues, 
particularly on the conventional nature of cumulative risk 
maps, and may provide some suggestions for the praetiee of 
cumulative risk mapping. 
Keywords Cumulative environmental risk • 
GIS mapping • Mixtures • Múltiple stressors • Pesticides • 
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1 Introduction 
Over the last few years, there has been an increasing 
interest in the representation of chemical risks for purposes 
such as decisión support, risk communication, and scien-
tific research. As mapping technologies become more and 
more routinely used, attention for the underlying methods 
of risk mapping and visualization is growing (e.g., [2, 13, 
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20, 31, 60, 61]). Lahr and Kooistra [28, 29] recently 
categorized the different types of risk maps that exist and 
reviewed the methods to make them. They distinguish, 
among others, between maps of contamination, (potential) 
exposure, vulnerability, and "trae risk" for single or 
múltiple stressors. 
In general, risk is determined by the concurrence of 
chemical pollution and vulnerable receptors (e.g., organisms, 
populations, communities, ecosystems, ecosystem resources, 
and services). Both can be mapped. In the past, pollutant 
concentrations were often used as a proxy for risk on maps. It 
was implicitly assumed that vulnerable receptors were 
homogeneously distributed over the analysis área, generally 
owing to the lack of information on the spatial distribution of 
these receptors. However, receptor vulnerability is increas-
ingly being included in spatial analyses of risk (e.g., [10, 21, 
32, 49]). Maps that show the spatial distribution of 
vulnerable receptors are called vulnerability maps, e.g., 
ground water vulnerability maps (e.g., [47, 62]). 
Trae risk can be defined as "the probability of an adverse 
effect on man or the environment resulting from a given 
exposure to a chemical or mixture" [53]. Trae risk can be 
calculated from the combination of exposure and receptor 
vulnerability. The mapping of trae risk caused by a single 
pollutant is conceptually straightforward, although practical 
problems are posed by lacking or incomplete data, the 
consideration of múltiple exposure pathways, and the 
mobility of receptors. Additional problems may arise when 
considering cumulative risks, Le., those arising from 
múltiple chemicals acting as a mixture or chemicals 
together with other (non-chemical) stressors such as aridity, 
climate, or land use change. Risks may be posed to single 
as well as múltiple receptors, and exposure of (mobile) 
receptors may vary between different micro-environments. 
Lahr and Kooistra [28, 29] discuss the most important 
issues in risk mapping and provide some general rales of 
thumb for making environmental risk maps for communi-
cation purposes. One of the limitations they identify is that 
only one or very few parameters can be represented on a 
single map. This particularly poses problems for cumulative 
risk maps which by definition have to deal with múltiple 
parameters, and are increasingly a subject of interest in 
chemical pollution management (e.g., [22, 54]). The most 
applied solution to this problem is to express the overall 
risk in terms of a single indicator and to map the outcome, 
although examples exist of maps that visualize múltiple 
parameters simultaneously [28, 29]. Despite the interest in 
cumulative risk mapping, little guidance exists about which 
methods to adopt in different circumstances. Spatially 
distributed chemical risk assessment remains a conceptually 
complex procedure, although tools for spatially explicit 
modeling are increasingly available and attractive (see, e.g., 
the discussion in [38]). As a complement to Lahr and 
Kooistra's critical review, we present here a range of 
methods for the analysis and presentation of cumulative 
risks which were recently developed and applied within the 
European NoMiracle project (http://nomiracle.jrc.ec.europa. 
eu). By comparing the different methods, we aim at 
providing the reader with some general insights and 
guidelines for analyzing and mapping cumulative risks. 
We first identify a range of appropriate methods for 
cumulative risk assessment. These include models of mixture 
toxicity, models of variable exposure, data-driven risk 
mapping, and classification (or clustering) techniques based 
on known risk factors. Then, the different methods are 
presented one by one through examples. We finally propose 
summary considerations, which may help practitioners in need 
of mapping cumulative chemical risks. The methods we deal 
with, and the examples we use, are summarized in Table 1. 
2 Materials and Methods 
A widely used scheme to characterize the combined action 
of múltiple chemical substances is that of Bliss [5], further 
developed by Plackett and Hewlett [39]. Stemming from 
that scheme, two different approaches to modeling mixture 
toxicity are typically used, the concentration addition (CA) 
and the independent action (LA) models [17]. The CA 
approach assumes that different chemicals act together as 
their respective sum. Concentrations should be added up just 
after appropriate normalization. One way to do so is to 
divide them by a comparable threshold concentration, such 
as the widely used 50% effect concentration (EC50). The LA 
approach assumes that the overall response of an ecosystem 
to a mixture of chemicals is the sum of responses to 
individual chemicals. The two models are applicable to 
chemicals with the same mode o f action or to chemicals with 
different modes of action respectively 
Assuming that environmentally relevant mixtures have 
heterogeneous mechanisms of action, a two-stage predic-
tion approach (TSP) was developed [24] by combining the 
CA and LA models. Conceptually, the TSP approach is the 
best to assess pesticide mixtures that can be expected to be 
neither strictly similarly ñor strictly dissimilarly acting. Taking 
into account that the mixture responses calculated using the 
CA model are usually higher than those calculated with the IA 
model, CA can be assumed as a conservative but "reasonable" 
worstcase[6, 12, 14, 16, 24], 
The metric of potential ecotoxic risk for chemical 
mixtures under the CA assumption are the toxic units 
(TU) of the mixture: 
TUm = ¿ T U ! = ¿ - ^ (1) 
Table 1 Summary of the features of the methods presented in the paper 
Method Cumulative aspect Example presented Underlying approach Target of risk Measure of risk 
presented in the map 
Method 1: models of 
mixture toxicity 
Method 2: variable 
exposure modeling 
Method 3: data-driven 
risk mapping 
Method 4: classification 
based on known (a priori) 
risk factors 
Mixture of chemicals acting 
together 
Exposure of individuáis to 
different chemicals unevenly 
distributed in space 
Pollution from a mixture of 
Different factors concurring to 
natural resource vulnerability 
Mixtures of pesticides at European, 
national, and regional scale 
Exposure to heavy metáis related 
to foraging behavior in a Dutch 
floodplain 
Ambient air-borne benzene in 
Leipzig 
Aquifer vulnerability in Catalonia 
Deterministic calculation of 
PECs with GIS; concentration 
addition model 
Receptor-oriented agent-based 
modeling 
Regression involving risk 
factors and spatial auto-
correlation 
SOM classification 
Ecosystems (generic) Toxic units. Potential 
exposure 
Ecosystems (specific 
organisms) 
Human health 
Aquifer 
Hazard quotient for 
individual organisms. 
"True risk" 
Chemical concentration. 
Contamination 
Vulnerability 
"data driven" approach should be adopted. One example is 
provided about mapping risk due to benzene in air in 
Leipzig, Germany. In that case, a risk indicator is defined 
(benzene concentration), and a statistical model involving 
the most relevant explanatory factors is applied to interpó-
late point measurements to a continuous representation of 
the risk indicator. For the specific example, we assume 
concentration as a proxy of risk, therefore neglecting the 
variability of receptor conditions. According to Lahr and 
Kooistra [28, 29], then this is an example of a contamina-
tion map. 
When no information on actual impacts is available, one 
may still combine different risk factors based on prior 
knowledge. Combinations may be rule-based classifica-
tions, or alternatively ground on formal clustering techni-
ques. Among the latter, the Self Organizing Map (SOM) 
technique [27] is an unsupervised neural network algorithm 
that projects (classifies) high-dimensional data into a two or 
three-dimensional grid of units (clusters) while preserving 
the original topology of the input space and facilitating the 
visualization of hidden patterns present in the data [27]. 
SOM units are organized on a regular hexagonal lattice that 
defines the neighboring structure of the map units. The 
algorithm is based on competitive learning [25, 26, 58] 
where units gradually become sensitive to different input 
categories of the input space. 
The SOM is a powerful clustering tool that has 
demonstrated to be appropriate for the classification and 
visualization of complex dataseis including highly non-
linear relationships. The component planes (C-planes) are 
the most important analysis and visualization tools since 
they provide the distribution over the map of the valúes 
corresponding to each component of the input data vectors. 
Straightforward correlations and relationships in the input 
dataset can be found by simultaneously comparing several 
C-planes [57]. The clustering structure of the input space is 
visualized using the unified distance matrix (U-matrix), 
which is constracted by measuring the distances between 
all units in the map. The U-matrix is usually post-processed 
by clustering its components to produce coarser data 
partitions. We present an application of this technique 
through the example of aquifer vulnerability to pollution in 
Catalonia, Spain. 
3 Examples of Cumulative Environmental Risk 
Mapping 
3.1 Concentration Addition 
As a first example, we refer to the distribution of 
agricultural pesticides in Europe. Screening level maps of 
pesticide mass in soil and load to streams in Europe are 
available [35, 37]. These maps are linearly related to 
predicted environmental concentrations as used in the HAIR 
indicators and therefore can be directly expressed using the 
CA concept. The predicted mass in soil and load to streams 
for each substance class, represented each time by its "most 
dangerous chemical," has been used in a weighted summa-
tion, so to express, in terms of toxic equivalents to one 
substance, total mass and load as a cumulative risk indicator 
for terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 
Unfortunately, currently available data on pesticides for 
Europe are limited to chemical substance classes and not to 
individual pesticides within each class. Therefore, for the 
sake of illustration, we assumed that each chemical 
substance class is composed of the most dangerous 
chemical of the class, selected as the one having the lowest 
toxicity threshold within its class. We retrieved physico-
chemical and toxicological properties for the active sub-
stances within each class from the FOOTPRINT online 
Pesticide Properties Data Base (PPDB) (www.eu-footprint. 
eu). The weights of the generic y'-th chemical, y,- and wj, 
used to sum together mass in soil and load to streams for 
different chemicals can be estimated as: 
v . =
 TJi 
J maxie{l[ñc}(T,j) Q\ 
J msxje{hnc](Taj) 
where TXJ- (x=t, a) is the toxicity threshold (no observed 
effect concentration (NOEC), 50% lethal concentration 
(LC50), or similar metrics) of chemical j , for terrestrial 
and aquatic ecosystems, respectively, while nc is the 
number of chemicals considered. 
Unfortunately, not for all active substances toxicity data 
are provided in the datábase. Terrestrial endpoints are better 
covered than aquatic ones. Bees represent an endpoint for 
spray drift only, as they are impacted only by pesticide 
reaching non-target vegetation and crops. For soil ecology, 
earthworms are a more representative endpoint. However, 
chronic toxicity data for earthworms are far less abundant 
than acute LC50 Table S2 in the SI shows the percentage of 
pesticides with toxicity data available, according to the five 
most common endpoints tested. Although absolute toxic-
ities vary depending on the receptor under consideration, 
and the temporal span of exposure (acute, chronic), in the 
absence of more detailed information sometimes, it is 
assumed that the relative chronic toxicity of substances is 
reflected by the relative acute toxicity (e.g., [11]). 
In the present application, we consider acute toxicity to 
earthworms for terrestrial organisms, and NOEC at 21 days 
for aquatic organisms. Table S3 in the SI indicates the most 
dangerous chemical selected for each chemical class, for 
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, respectively. The same 
toxicity data are used to derive weights with Eq. 2, also 
provided in the same table. 
The proposed assessment prospects an indicator of 
pesticide risk in Europe for aquatic and terrestrial ecosys-
tems for different years, allowing an estímate of trends in 
the overall risk related to pesticides. The results of these 
calculations for the year 2003 are shown in Figs. 1 and SI 
of the SI, respectively. The two maps highlight the 
cumulative spatial distribution of pesticides, with reference 
to two different endpoints (terrestrial and aquatic), taking as 
reference substances the most toxic ones in the two cases 
(picoxystrobine, a strobilurine fungicide, and omethoate, an 
organophosphorus insecticide, respectively). The spatial 
distribution may be grossly similar, but significant differ-
ences arise due to variations in physico-chemical properties 
of the substances, henee the different weighting for the two 
endpoints. 
Figures 1 and S1 of the SI highlight potential problem 
áreas or "hot spots" in a specific year (2003). In general, the 
use of pesticides in Europe is rather widespread; hot spots 
are predicted in Spain, Italy, France, and The Netherlands. 
Some countries (like Poland) show extensive presence of 
medium-high levéis. Often hot spots are associated with 
vineyards, generally bearing the highest pesticide applica-
tion from the 20 classes considered in this study 
A comparison of maps as shown in Figure SI of the SI, 
and Fig. 1, with the corresponding ones for the year 1992 
(not shown here for simplicity), yields a picture of the 
variation in overall risk due to pesticides, with reference to 
a specific receptor (Fig. 2). 
As it appears, the situation in Europe resulting from the 
example calculation is rather variable in space, showing áreas 
of increase and decrease of overall pressure (load, mass). 
In the case of mass in soils, representing pressure on 
terrestrial ecosystems, there is generally a persistence or 
increase between 1992 and 2003, while on aquatic 
ecosystems, there is a general decreasing trend. However, 
in both cases, important differences arise across regions. 
The different behavior is linked to the differences in trends 
in the use of the different substances contributing to the 
overall toxicity to terrestrial and aquatic endpoints. 
It is important to stress that the maps provide the 
máximum toxic equivalent for a given combination of 
emissions from the different chemical substance classes. 
Therefore, the result is in general an upper limit of the 
cumulative toxicity. The only way to obtain an estimate of 
the actual cumulative toxic equivalent would be through 
referring emissions to individual chemicals, of which on the 
other hand use data are not yet available for Europe. Also, 
the spatial distribution must be regarded as a realization of 
the random field of pesticide use, as there is not sufficient 
information to allocate to each country and crop within a 
country the corresponding pesticide use. The method just 
outlined is applied to map the overall impact of pesticides 
on terrestrial and aquatic organisms in Europe. A similar 
approach can be extended to other risk indicators, and 
particularly to human health risk; this is anyway beyond the 
scope of the example presented here. 
When the assessment does not concern general trends 
only, but requires higher realism, the temporal as well as 
spatial distribution of pesticide emissions needs to be taken 
into account to reflect realistic field conditions. 
A second example deals with region-specific risks of 
pesticide mixtures [41]. It relates to water bodies in a pilot 
load lo streams (21>0Í) 
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Fig. 1 Example map of load equivalent (criterion, 21 days NOEC aquatic invertebrates) 
Legend 
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Fig. 2 Áreas of increased/decreased pesticide load to streams (a) and mass in soil (b), expressed in omethoate equivalent and picoxystrobine 
equivalent, respectively 
agricultural área (Oltrepo Pavese, in the southern part of the 
River Po basin in the Lombardia Región, Northern Italy), 
considering pesticide runoff and drift processes. The área 
includes seven river basins of tributaries of the River Po. 
Four herbicides (alachlor, terbuthylazine, metholachlor, and 
pendimethalin) have been selected in this case study as they 
are the most widely used pesticides applied on maize (the 
main crop in the área). 
The distribution of predicted environmental concentra-
tions (PECs) in surface water due to a single drift or runoff 
event for individual chemicals can be mapped at different 
resolution, using maps of environmental parameters (land 
use and crop distribution, application rate, river flows, etc.) 
at appropriate scale using well established procedures [41], 
The four selected herbicides are applied in the same period 
(late April). Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of the 
PECs produced by runoff after the first rain event after 
application. The basins of the seven rivers have been 
divided into sub-basins characterized by relatively homo-
geneous environmental parameters. The distribution of 
PECs reflects climate and landscape differences among 
basins and sub-basins (rain, crop distribution and density, 
slope, water flow, etc.), as well as different application rates 
and properties of the chemicals, and in this case, it can be 
considered reliable and also pointwise. Crop density and 
slope are the major driving forces responsible for herbicide 
Alachlor Terbuthylazine Metholachlor Pendimethalin 
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Fig. 3 Map of PECs (in (j.g/1) studying surface water for the selected herbicides due to runoff in the first rain event after application 
runoff in surface water. The risk due to the mixture of the 
four selected herbicides was calculated with the CA 
approach. In Fig. 4, the risk for algae, calculated from 
96 h EC50, is shown as an example. The mixture toxicity 
map shows that in some basins, a potential risk for acute 
toxicity may occur. Considering the relative contribution of 
individual components of the mixture, alachlor and terbu-
tylazine account for more than 80% of the total mixture 
toxicity. 
The calculation conducted in the example can be applied 
to more complex mixtures, including possibly all pesticides 
used in a given agricultural área, and can be repeated for 
each significant emission event (rain events or drift 
corresponding to application). Moreover, the cumulative 
risk for all the components of the aquatic community 
(plants, invertebrates, and fish) can also be estimated by 
applying suitable risk Índices for the biological community 
[15]. An example of application and validation of the 
procedure for the description ofthe time variability of PECs 
for individual chemicals is reported by Bonzini et al. [7]. A 
complete assessment of mixture composition from all the 
pesticides used in a pilot área during the whole productive 
season is reported by Verro et al. [55, 56], 
As a third example, we consider the Dutch Environmen-
tal Indicator model for plant protection products, notably 
pesticides (denoted by the Dutch acronym NMI: [50, 52]) 
developed jointly by the Dutch National Institute for Public 
Health and the Environment (RIVM) and Alterra, Wage-
ningen UR. This method is used to evalúate the impact of 
national pesticide reduction policies. We will show some 
results of NMI calculations for three test pesticides: 
chlorpyrifos, imidacloprid, and diazinon. The NMI was 
used to demónstrate the potential environmental impact of 
ETR mixture of 
three pesticides 
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Fig. 4 Map of distribution of ETR for algae or TU, calculated for the 
mixture of the selected herbicides corresponding to the first rain event 
añer application 
the sepárate substances and the substances combined for the 
year 1998 and to explore some ofthe visual possibilities of 
NMI maps (see Supporting information). 
The NMI estimates emission of pesticides to air, 
groundwater and surface water, potential acute and chronic 
effects on soil and water organisms, and potential contam-
ination of drinking water by leaching to ground water. 
Based on crop data, the results of NMI calculations can be 
visualized for particular years in maps with 25-ha grid cells. 
If one is interested in emission figures, for example for 
emission reduction programs, calculations can be focused 
on emissions rather than on potential ecological effects. 
Figure 5 shows the emissions in 1998 of atrazine, a 
herbicide that has since been banned in the Netherlands. 
The map shows where emission reduction measures are 
most urgent and will be most effective in terms of total 
national use. The map may be combined with a histogram 
showing the total number of grid cells in the country with 
emissions in certain categories. The histogram can be used 
to evalúate the amount of grid cells that are (still) above a 
certain threshold level, for example an emission of 1 kg 
atrazine per grid cell (Fig. 5). 
Estimated environmental concentrations are also divided 
by environmental effect concentrations such as EC50 
valúes. This yields TU valúes which are used as indicators 
of risk. For groundwater, estimated concentrations are 
normalized through the legislative standard for drinking 
water. In the NMI environment, this type of quotient, as 
well as the TU valúes for aquatic and terrestrial organisms, 
are jointly called environmental indicator units (EIU). 
As in the previous examples, potential cumulative 
environmental impact can be evaluated with the CA 
assumption, i.e., by adding the EIU valúes. If one is 
interested in the overall environmental potential impact of 
chemical compounds, maps can be made as shown in 
Fig. 6. This map shows for the three test insecticides where 
in The Netherlands the EIU valúes for one of the indicators 
(aquatic, terrestrial, and drinking water) for a single 
substance exceeds 1. However, it also shows where the 
EIU for combinations of pesticides may exceed 1 (pink 
áreas; it only occurred for combinations of imidacloprid 
and chlorpyrifos). These are additional risk áreas that would 
not show up on a map for single pesticides. 
The examples from the NMI presented here and in the 
Supporting information demónstrate some of the ways in 
which risks of pesticides can be displayed at a national 
scale. It is possible to visualize risks of single substances 
but also risks of several substances in one map. However, 
one is always limited by the number of categories that can 
be displayed in a single map. This is determined by the 
number of different colors that people can reasonably 
distinguish. So, the chosen display depends on the objective 
of the maps and the kind of information that needs to be 
Fig. 5 Potential emission to 
surface water of the herbicide 
atrazin in 1998 calculated by the 
NMI 
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passed on to the users. Combination of emission or risk 
maps with other visualization methods such as graphs 
(Fig. 5) provides a powerfiíl tool for communicating to 
decisión makers, for instance when designing pesticide 
reduction schemes (e.g., [51]). 
Diazinon EIU > 1 
Chlorpynlos EIU > 1 
Imidacloprid EIU > 1 
Chlorpyrifos+ 
lmldaclorpidEIU>1 
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Fig. 6 Overall risk for three insecticides (chlorpyrifos, imidacloprid, 
and diazinon) in The Netherlands in 1998 assessed with the NMI. EIU 
are calculated by dividing PECs by threshold concentrations 
3.2 Local Risk Mapping Based on Receptor-Oriented 
Modeling: An Example of Wildlife Exposure to Heavy 
Metals 
This example presents a cumulative risk map that is a result 
of cumulative risk estimates of heavy metáis for wildlife 
species using the receptor-oriented wildlife exposure model 
SpaCE [30, 43], grounding on the CA approach as 
discussed above. Such a receptor-oriented model simulates 
the exposure pattern of receptors based on their individual 
characteristics, e.g., the spatial foraging behavior, food 
preferences, and physiology (i.e., feeding rate). SpaCE 
consists of three main modules. The landscape module 
comprises the spatial input data for the model, i.e., species-
specific habitat maps and maps of the contaminant 
concentrations in soil. The latter were made by inverse 
distance weighted (IDW) interpolation of point data, i.e., 
chemical soil concentrations measured in the study área. 
Further, the foraging module simulates the spatial foraging 
behavior. Movement algorithms simúlate the receptor over 
a rasterized habitat map during the course of its life starting 
from a "nest" location. Finally, the exposure module 
simulates the contaminant flow in the food web. The 
internal contaminant concentrations in food Ítems of the 
receptors (i.e., soil dwelling invertebrates, gastropods, and 
vegetation) are calculated using empirical relations, relating 
the internal contaminant concentrations to the concentra-
tions in the soil. The lifetime average exposure concentra-
tion in food is calculated for each contaminant and every 
individual receptor obeying food web relations and depend-
ing on the local contaminant concentrations in the available 
food items encountered during the foraging. These PECs 
are compared with the predicted no effect concentrations in 
food (the threshold concentration) by computing HQs to 
determine the risk from each contaminant. After this 
normalization, the risks are added up following the 
Concentration Addition approach (Eq. 1). 
The cumulative risks for the individual receptors are 
plotted on a map as point estimates, where the nest location 
is used as the location to allocate the receptor. All risk point 
estimates (representing a population of múltiple individu-
áis) are then converted to a ráster output. In this procedure, 
the same cell size of the soil contaminant concentration 
maps need to be assigned to the movement simulation 
model grid: In case more than one individual was modeled 
in one cell, the mean of the risk valúes of these individuáis 
was assigned to the cell. To cover the whole área where the 
receptor species reside, the IDW interpolation method was 
applied for assigning risk valúes to cells in which no 
individuáis were modeled. 
In a case study in the Afferdensche and Deestsche 
Waarden floodplain in the Netherlands, 225,000 common 
shrew individuáis were modeled in their suitable habitat. 
Assuming concentration addition, their cumulative risk to 
Cd, Ni, and Zn is shown in Fig. 7, through the coupling of a 
cartographic display with pie charts, effective for conveying 
proportion [19]. Color is an important visual attention guide 
and influences risk perception [59]. The level of risk 
(expressed as HQ) is visualized according to the risk 
hierarchy for color (i.e., red riskier than yellow, yellow 
riskier than green) found by Sattler et al. [42], 
For comparison, risks from individual stressors are 
shown in Fig. 8. A receptor-oriented model, such as 
SpaCE, is an effective approach for addressing cumulative 
risk and can be used for risk mapping purposes. SpaCE 
estimates risk for receptors for substances that do not 
interact and in áreas were these receptors forages (i.e., in 
suitable habitat). By simulating múltiple individuáis per 
Ltígend 
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Fig. 7 Cumulative risk (HQ) of cadmium, nickel, and zinc, assuming 
concentration addition, to the common shrew (Sorex araneus L.) in a 
part of the Afferdensche en Deetsche Waarden study área 
nest location, the model can be used to estímate and map 
the variation around the risk as a result of foraging 
behavior. 
As the SpaCE model estimates the risk for mobile 
receptors, there is some uncertainty involved in the 
mapping of their risk; it involves a choice of allocating 
the risk onto a map. The predicted risk is actually a result of 
foraging behavior within the home range (i.e., represented 
by a rectangular área around the nest location). But, the 
home ranges overlap, making it difficult to map risk per 
home range onto a ráster layer. Since the risk of an 
individual can be interpreted as the home range average risk 
and the nest location is always located at the center of the 
home range, it is considered justifiable to assign the risk of 
an individual to its nest location using the coordinates of 
the nest to plot the risk. 
3.3 Data-Driven Risk Mapping: An Example on Air-Borne 
Benzene in Leipzig 
The example presented here is based on measurements of 
ambient benzene concentrations at 191 dwellings in the city 
of Leipzig, Germany. Each site was sampled one time for a 
period of about 4 weeks (from January 2001 to April 2002). 
To protect human health, in Germany, a limit for air 
pollution with benzene is set to 5 (ig/m3 [4]. Not exceeding 
this threshold, the median valué of the measured benzene 
concentrations in Leipzig is 1.29 (J.g/m3, similar to other 
Germán cities like Erfuit (median 1.62 (J.g/m3) or Hamburg 
(median 1.13 (J.g/m3) [45]. Srivastava et al. [46] observed in 
residential áreas in the mega city of Delhi, India, a mean 
benzene concentration that is about ten times higher. The 
mean predicted benzene concentration for the city of 
Leipzig in December is 2.36 (ig/m3. Jo et al. [23] measured 
in residential áreas in Daegu, South Korea during winter a 
geometric mean that is about three times higher than the 
predicted mean for Leipzig in December. 
We observed a seasonal cycle in ambient benzene 
concentrations, with lower levéis in summer than in winter, 
comparable to the results by Hansen and Palmgren [18], 
Pekey and Arslanbas [33] found lower ambient benzene 
concentrations in summer than in winter in urban áreas, 
offices, and schools. A comparable seasonal cycle of 
concentrations was observed by Schlink et al. [44] for 
indoor volatile organic compounds. 
The measurements were processed using Bayesian 
inference. With a generalized linear regression, assuming 
a log-normal distribution of benzene concentrations, we 
take into account spatial correlation between the sampled 
sites [3, 48]. In this way, space is explicitly included in risk 
assessment. From a set of factors those with significant 
impact to the concentration were identified (Fig. 9), namely, 
(1) the factor "Land use" describing the type of land use, 
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i.e., green, water, agricultural, forest, residential, or industrial 
área; (2) "Traffic intensity" representing the traffic intensity; 
(3) "Bft" as a measure for the wind velocity; (4) "Dis-
tToCentr" representing the distance to the city center [km]; 
and (5) NE, SE, SW, and W for the frequency of winds 
coming from directions north-east, south-east, south west, 
and west, respectively The valúes of the meteorological 
factors (Bft, NE, SE, SW, and W) are varying temporally; the 
valúes of the geographical factors (Others, TrafficNo50m, 
and DistToCentre) are varying spatially The model was 
generally adjusted for the month of measurement. Model 
output was the monthly predicted benzene concentration at 
grid points with spacing 500 m for the city of Leipzig. Spatial 
interpolation yielded in geographical maps representing the 
continuous benzene concentration field (for December see 
Fig. 10). 
temporal spatial risk factors 
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Fig. 9 Temporal and spatial risk factors with significant impact to the 
benzene concentration that were used for mapping (the sign indicares 
whether the factor has a positive or negative influence) 
The statistical model provides a multiplicative decom-
position of the cumulated risk into parts that are attributable 
to the individual factors (Fig. 10). In detail, we find that the 
higher Traffic or Bft, the higher benzene concentration. 
With increasing DistToCentre, the ambient benzene con-
centration is getting lower. The more often wind comes 
from NE, SE, SW, or W, the lower is the benzene 
concentration. The benzene pollution level varíes with 
season and is significantly higher during winter (October 
to January) than in summer (May and June). 
The spatial variation of benzene concentration in the 
maps for December is caused by the spatially varying 
impact factors. The high concentration around the city 
center corresponds to high traffic intensity, land use, and 
short distance to the city center. The influence of the traffic 
intensity is also reflected in the hot spots at the drive ups to 
the motorway in the north-east of Leipzig. 
This statistical technique allows the consideration of 
scenarios of different severity: Median benzene concentra-
tion levéis (Fig. 9, middle) reflect the ordinary case 
scenario. They are high in and around the city center, 
where traffic intensity is higher than in the peripheral 
regions of the city. In the north-east, there are three hot 
spots that are situated at drive ups to a motorway. In the 
worst-case scenario (Fig. 9, right hand side)—based on the 
95th percentile of the predictions—the maximal benzene 
concentration is nearly twice as high as it is for the ordinary 
case scenario. If benzene concentrations come up to the 
valúes predicted in the worst-case scenario, an acute health 
risk at places around the concentration hot spots cannot be 
excluded. The location of concentration hot spots of the 
worst case agree with the ordinary case. From the best-case 
scenario (Fig. 9, left hand side), concentration hot spots are 
not identifiable. Spatial variation of the concentrations is 
rather limited; there is just background pollution all over 
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Fig. 10 Predicted benzene concentration field for the city of Leipzig, Germany in December. Best-case scenario, 5th percentile (fe/? hand side); 
ordinary case scenario, 50th percentile (middle); worst-case scenario, 95th percentile (right hand side) 
the town. The range of variation of the concentration is 
lowest for the best and highest for the worst-case scenario. 
3.4 Classification Based on Known Risk Factors: 
Groundwater Vulnerability Mapping Using Self-organizing 
Maps 
Ovjr society is increasingly aware of the environmental 
status of aqvúfers since they provide one of the most 
important sources of potable water. The continuous emis-
sion of anthropogenic pollutants into the aquifer reduces 
water quality and may eventually threaten our drinking 
water supply 
The assessment of groundwater vulnerability is usually 
performed on the basis of vulnerability indicators reflecting 
individual factors affecting vulnerability, combined in order 
to obtain a comprehensive and synthetic characterization of 
the actual aquifer vulnerability. A widely used and well-
known method is the DRASTIC index, developed by the 
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as a standard-
ized system [1]. The DRASTIC index is obtained by the 
weighted sum of seven hydrogeological properties, i.e., 
depth to water table (D), net recharge (R), aquifer media 
(A), soil media (S), topography (7), impact of the vadose 
zone (I), and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer (Q as: 
DRASTIC index = 5D + 4R + 3A + 2S + T + 51+ 3C 
(3) 
The seven hydrogeological variables are usually repre-
sented in maps, after transformation by rating each variable 
with valúes between 1 and 10. The variables increase with 
increasing vulnerability of the aquifer. The construction of 
maps for the seven variables requires extensive assessment, 
based on expert judgment and specific data described in 
detail in Aller [1], 
We present an example for Camp de Tarragona, a 
hydrogeologic unit located in the southeast of Catalonia 
cióse to the Mediterranean Sea. It includes three 
counties, covers an área of 406 km2, and has a dynamic 
economy with very important industrial, commercial, 
touristic, and agricultural activities. It includes two 
important cities, Tarragona and Reus, an airport, and an 
industrial harbor. 
In the current study, the depth to water table was 
generated by kriging interpolation of the 315 piezometric 
data points available over región studied. Net recharge was 
calculated from the valúes of annual rainfall, land surface 
slopes, and soil permeability [34], which were accessible all 
in detail for whole área considered. Aquifer media 
information was obtained from complete geological maps, 
while soil media information was generated by kriging 
interpolation of only 123 infiltration capacity data points 
within Spain. Topography was obtained by processing a 
detailed digital terrain model with GIS. The impact of the 
vadose zone was calculated by linear combination of soil 
permeability and depth to water table [34]. Finally, the 
hydraulic conductivity parameter was inferred from the 
geological map by considering typical valúes of saturated 
hydraulic conductivity for the two dominant geological 
formations of rock type and grain size that exist in the 
Camp de Tarragona. The model of Eq. 3 is parametric, as it 
relies on weights for the different factors assigned a priori 
based on previous experience. 
Here, we show how an automated classification method 
as the SOM procedure may be used when the a priori 
knowledge is not sufficient to apply parametric models to 
develop a vulnerability map of groundwater. Figure 11 
illustrates the SOM-based vulnerability methodology appüed 
to map aquifer vulnerability over the Camp of Tarragona área 
in Catalonia. Atthe left side of Fig. 11 are the trained SOM's 
C-planes for each variable, SOM U-matrix, and the Davies-
Bouldin clustering [58] of the SOM units. The vulnerabiüty 
map for the Camp of Tarragona based on SOM classification 
of the seven DRASTIC input parameters of the hydro-
geological área is presented at the right side of Fig. 11. The 
optimal SOM configuration for this data corresponds to a 
hexagonal sheet map composed of 2,542 units with 
quantization and topological errors of 0.009 and 0.023, 
respectively 
Visual inspection of the SOM's C-planes reveáis the 
presence of some correlations between variables, e.g., in 
the case of the parameters depth to water (D) and impact of 
the vadose zone (/). The distribution of high and low 
valúes over the C-planes are quite similar; the right área of 
the map has lower valúes than the left área for both 
parameters. Comparison of the net recharge (R) and the 
topography (7) reveáis certain correlation in the high level 
valúes, especially at the lower part of the map. These 
High 
Low 
correlations observed in the C-planes are evidence of the 
capability of SOM to find relations between variables 
because, as explained before, parameter I was calculated 
from D and S [34], where D is the most influential factor in 
the calculation. Also, parameter R is calculated from valúes 
of rainfall, soil's permeability (S), and soil's slopes (I) [34], 
The U-matrix reveáis the limits of cluster units indicated 
by the distance between valúes in adjacent neurons. In the 
U-matrix legend, red color indicates the highest Euclidean 
distance and thus represents cluster borders, while blue 
color indicates closer units representing compact áreas. The 
Davies-Bouldin [58] index was used to select the optimal 
number of clusters based in an optimized iT-means partition 
of SOM units. Five clusters were identified by the Davies-
Bouldin index and labeled applying DRASTIC weights to 
data of each cluster center. Blue color was assigned to 
lower cluster valué and red color to high cluster valué, 
ranging from low vulnerability impact to high vulnerability 
impact in five distinctive classes. 
4 Discussion and Conclusions 
When considering mixtures of chemicals, a viable approach 
is to develop an explicit toxicity model. In practical 
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Fig. 11 SOM-based DRASTIC vulnerability index for the Camp de Tarragona área. (D depth to water, R net recharge, A aquifer media, S soil 
media, T topography, / impact of the vadose zone, C hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer) 
applications, the CA approach provides a reasonable basis 
of assessment, although in principie more rigorous methods 
might be applied. Pesticides provide a representative 
example of substances often generating pollution, henee 
risks, through their combination in mixtures. Although 
conceptually straightforward and computationally simple, 
the mapping of cumulative risks under the CA assumption 
requires reliable mapping of emissions to the environment, 
prediction of concentrations for individual substances, and 
knowledge of the relative toxicity in order to compute the 
mixture toxic units. In some cases, and for specific 
chemicals, it has been shown that risk mapping can be 
done at a much more detailed level, by including foraging 
habits of organisms. In this case, models act as simulators 
to obtain an estímate of actual exposure, and not just 
potential exposure as in the cases presented on pesticides, 
where receptors are assumed to be uniformly distributed. 
Methods involving the representation of receptor con-
ditions or behavior, in principie, enable representing trae 
risk but require information additional to the distribution of 
chemical concentrations, and are therefore typically more 
specialized and expensive. When no such detailed infor-
mation is readily available, adopting reasonable safe-side 
assumptions on receptors may be preferable. 
As a risk (contamination, exposure, and trae risk) mostly 
cannot be measured at each location of a map, the 
observations, made at representative sites, can be interpo-
lated in a reasonable way by data-driven approaches, which 
identify and involve the most important factors determining 
this risk, as in the example of benzene. In other cases non-
parametric statistical techniques can be used as discussed, e.g., 
in Chung and Fabbri [8, 9]. Data-driven techniques have been 
widely applied in other contexts, for instance in the mapping 
of geo-environmental hazards (e.g., [36]). 
A clustering technique can be applied to áreas where no 
known impact oceurred, but a risk is known to be caused by 
a series of factors; in such cases, áreas with similar 
combinations of these factors can be identified, and this 
provides a first classification that can be used in decisión 
support. The SOM method yielded continuous vulnerability 
classes despite the fact that no geographical coordinates 
were used in the training process. The classification of geo-
referenced data by SOM and the labeling of the resulting 
macro-classes yielded vulnerability maps consistent with 
previous and well-accepted methodologies, such as 
DRASTIC. Additionally, SOM provides a good basis to 
select the most suitable set of variables for a specific área 
of concern since it effectively represents spatial regions of 
similar multivariable parteras that are identified and 
characterized by non-linear correlations between variables. 
An important issue is the way in which cumulative risk 
maps are used: Sometimes, spatial distributions are mean-
ingful in a statistical sense (i.e., they provide meaningful 
valúes for the mean, median, and percentiles of risk 
indicators), but the actual valúes assumed by the map at 
specific locations might be unreliable. For instance, the 
estimation of pesticide PECs presented at the European 
scale is not reliable due to the scale of assessment and the 
limitations in pesticide emission data, as thoroughly 
discussed by [35]: Maps represent only a statistically 
plausible distribution. Therefore, in risk communication, 
in such cases, it is suggested to avoid referring directly to 
the maps, but rather to their histograms (statistical param-
eters), using such addresses as "between 1992 and 2003, 
about 7% of European land has decreased toxicity of 
pesticides in soil" or "between 1992 and 2003, about 70% 
of European land has decreased toxicity of pesticides in 
stream ecosystems." 
A cumulative map integrates the risk from múltiple 
causes together, thus reducing the information to one map. 
Cumulative aspeets of chemical risk arise when considering 
a mixture of different chemicals and other stressors, a single 
chemical with múltiple sources, a combination of factors 
determining vulnerability, or a combination of the above 
circumstances. Cumulative risk maps usually convey one 
single content: They represent, on a qualitative, ordinal or 
quantitative scale, the level of risk at each point. Therefore, 
although largely conventional, they are rather unambigu-
ous, easy to interpret and to convey to non-experts for use 
in decisión support, compared with sets of sepárate maps 
for single causes of risk. Moreover, in some cases, they can 
be repeated at different times (see for example maps of 
herbicide risk at the local scale in Figs. 3 and 4), producing 
a picture of risk distribution in space and time. For 
example, if temporal variability of chemical emissions is 
known, the temporal variability o f mixture composition can 
also be assessed, as described by Verro et al. [55]. On the 
other hand, from most of the examples presented in this 
paper, it appears that mapping cumulative risks is far from 
being an easy task: methods of cumulative mapping entail 
simplifications and assumptions that make the final maps 
usually less certain and robust than maps of individual 
risks. Cumulative maps should be regarded as practical 
producís to convey information to decisión makers, the 
general publie, and other stakeholders. They are not always 
scientific producís to be challenged with experiments and 
evaluation, but rather the results of conventional represen-
tations of which the realism should be always critically 
evaluated through expert judgment. However, at least at the 
regional or local scale, where the distribution of critical 
input data in space and time can be obtained with sufficient 
detail and reliability, cumulative risk maps may be a sound 
and practical representation of expected critical áreas. 
When such data are not available in space to the desired 
level of reliability, if at least the frequeney distribution of 
individual risks can be represented to some reliability, 
computing cumulative maps may still be useñil to produce 
a synthetic interpretation of complex interactions of 
individual risks. 
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